Bird Goes Over the Glory Hole Waterfall
Without A Barrel
People of a certain age will remember the fad of daredevils
going over Niagara Falls in a barrel. The first person to do
it and live to tell the tale was a widowed teacher named
Annie Taylor. Taylor was struggling financially when she
seized upon the idea of riding over the falls in a barrel to
secure fame and fortune. She used an oaken barrel with a
crudely cushioned interior, which she tested by sending it
over the falls with a test cat stuffed inside - it survived.

They are very light and buoyant. They can dive to depths
of 5 to 60 feet below the surface and stay under water up
to 70 seconds. The Glory Hole cormorant would be
traveling at the same speed as the water when it reached
My calculations show that the water falling to the bottom the “water slide” at the bottom and was enveloped in
of Niagara Falls is moving at about 70 miles per hour when severe turbulence.
it hits the river and rocks below. This is about the same Then it and the water slowed drastically and it would be
speed as the water into Glory Hole when it hits the smooth washed away horizontally through a smooth concrete
ninety degree curve which begins about 150 feet below tunnel to the output. Although it would have to swim
the lip of the spillway and begins to turn turbulent.
through a lot of turbulence, there is no real “pressure” at
On Oct. 24, Water weighs 8 pounds per gallon so it can create a the bottom - it's not like being 200 feet under water.
1901 Taylor significant force if it hits a stationary object. Imagine The bird wouldn’t "hit" the "bottom" at high speed as if it
c l i m b e d someone throwing a 5 gallon (40 pound) bottle of water at had jumped from a 245 foot building. And it would not
inside
her you to catch. (Author’s Personal Health Note: To anyone have been “torn to pieces” as some speculated. The Glory
barrel. Less 40 pounds overweight, say 240 pounds when you should Hole is essentially a circular waterfall. Theoretically, the
than twenty be 200 pounds, I hope you understand that this is the same bird could have survived.
minutes later, as carrying around a 5 gallon bottle of water in your arms.)
Rick Fowler believes the cormorant did survive because
she
was
r e c o v e r e d But that’s not what’s happening inside Glory Hole. he saw it. A local ornithologist Rick spoke with recently
from
the Remember when you were body surfing in big waves at a also believed survival was possible. I also think survival
bottom of the beautiful beach somewhere? You moved with the waves was possible. To actually determine the time from input to
f a l l s , and tumbled around in the surf when the wave broke. If output a light, bright object would have to be tossed into
b l e e d i n g you’ve gone river rafting, you probably have not been torn Glory Hole and the input-to-output time measured by
from the head up by the current, but floated along on top of it at the same observers. An object which included an accelerometer the
g-forces experienced by the object as it was bounced
but otherwise speed as the water.
uninjured.
When my boys threw me out of a raft on the American around on its trip. Time for a science experiment?
A Facebook video was posted at the end of February, 2019 River in some turbulent white water and I surfaced under I'm sure Rick will forgive me for mentioning that his last
showing a cormorant swim over the edge of Glory Hole the raft, I was not “torn to pieces” by the flow. I simply name may indicate some deeper spiritual connection to
and disappear. The video went viral spawning many floated along through the rapids. An object falling into our feathered companions which allowed him to witness
social media comments and local news stories. One of the Glory Hole is doing the same thing - falling at the same this unique event.
better stories was done by a local CBS News channel and speed as the water then bouncing along floating in the Who knows what strange electromagnetic signals fill the
is available at:/www.lakeberryessanews.com/bird- white foam to the exit.
air when water is flowing through Glory Hole with its steel
video.html
The “Glory Hole Bird” was actually a cormorant. internal structure and unique chemical composition? One
Niagara Falls is only 167 feet high compared to the Glory Cormorants feed by diving and swimming underwater. scientific study being pursued by scientists at the
University
of
Lake
Hole’s total 245 feet total, but Glory Hole has a much
Berryessa
is
whether
Glory
smoother exit tunnel, which starts at only 150 feet below
Hole is actually a Black
the spillway, compared to the rocks below Niagara Falls.
Hole or a Worm Hole.
Survival of the Glory Hole Bird was a hot topic for days.
However, it does seem that
On Monday, March 18, 2019 I spoke with Rick Fowler
that Glory Hole's signal has
who is interviewed in the video. He said the video was
beckoned
to gathering water
taken at the higest level of the lake this year (444.1 feet on
birds
of
all
types.
February 27).
Apparently the thrill ride of
Coincidentally, I was delivering the March issue of the
what has become known to
Lake Berryessa News on Friday, March 1, when I stopped
them as the Glory Hole
at the Glory Hole. I talked to a couple who had just seen
Water Slide is now a major
a bird which they described as a grebe swim right over the
attraction on the Pacific
edge of the Glory Hole. They were actually a bit distraught
Flyway, fostering bird
because they thought they had seen the death of the
traffic jams approaching
beautiful creature. Apparently this is not a rare event.
those of human tourists
gaping at the famous
Rick said that he ran to the other side of the observation
spillway.
area as soon as he saw the bird go down. He made it to a
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point right above the Glory Hole output where he claims
he saw the bird pop out and recover. Although you can’t
see the output structure itself, you can easily see the
turbulent white water coming out of it.
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Global Climate Change Report:
Sea Level Rise May Be Due To Huge Amazon Lake And Sinkhole.
Although many scientists believe that most sea level rise is due to warming of the global
atmosphere accompanied by the melting of glaciers and polar ice, another potential source
may have been discovered in an unexplored plateau in the central Amazon jungle. The area
is usually shrouded in thick clouds, but scientists got a break when the clouds parted for a
few hours. They discovered a huge hundred square mile inland lake at about 10,000 feet in
altitude. The surprising feature of the lake was a huge circular waterfall which had apparently
opened over a subterranean tunnel that connected it to several mid-continent rivers,
including the Amazon. The lake had been storing huge amounts of water for several thousand
years. Scientists speculate that only during recent decades had it started to drain slowly
through a sinkhole opened by seismic activity. Observers commented on the circular
waterfall’s remarkable similarity to Lake Berryessa California’s internationally famous
Glory Hole. The full report is due to be made public on April 1, 2019.
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Profiles in Smartyness: Science Cats at the University of Lake Berryessa
As described in another story in this issue, a cat was used to test the survival odds of going
over Niagara Falls in a barrel more than 100 years ago. Cats have long been employed in
science pursuits. The Ancient Egyptians held cats in the highest esteem, the penalties for
injuring or killing a cat were severe. Without them, civilization as we know it might have
never survived! Photo below shows one of the science cats employed at the University of
Lake Berryessa’s laboratories beneath Big Island. The other photo shows an example of a
science cat at ULB studying the forces of gravity as applied to falling mice. The final photo
is of a science cat leaping into Glory Hole to determine if it is a black hole or a wormhole.

An April 1 Manifesto: The Elements of Critical Thinking
Critical Thinking is the Basis for Human Civilization
Critical Thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and
skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating
information gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection,
reasoning, or communication, as a guide to belief and action. Critical thinking
is the ability to think clearly and rationally about what to do or what to
believe. It includes the ability to engage in reflective and independent
thinking. Someone with critical thinking skills is able to do the following :
•

understand the logical connections between ideas

•

identify, construct and evaluate arguments

•

detect inconsistencies and common mistakes in reasoning

•

solve problems systematically

•

identify the relevance and importance of ideas

•

reflect on the justification of one's own beliefs and values

Single Story Lake View at Lake Berryessa!
1,632 Sq. Ft.
3 Bedrms, 2 Baths
Great Deck
Large Fenced Yard
Filtered Lake Views
2 Car Garage
Boat & RV Parking

1325 Steele Canyon Road

Single story 3 bedroom, 2 bath home features an open
floor plan with an enclosed sunroom on a corner lot.
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To Deck With Views
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Open Kitchen w/
Stainless Steel
Appliances
New Carpet & Paint

809 Bahia Vista Court
Indoor Laundry
Enjoy this light and bright floor plan. Located close
to Lake Berryessa recreation ~ Perfect for full-time $315,000
living or a second home getaway!
http://lakeberryessahome.com/

2 Bdrm, 1 Bath
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Some people believe that critical thinking hinders creativity because it
requires following the rules of logic and rationality, but creativity might
require breaking rules. This is a misconception. Critical thinking is quite
compatible with thinking "out-of-the-box", challenging consensus and
pursuing less popular approaches. If anything, critical thinking is an essential
part of creativity because we need critical thinking to evaluate and improve
our creative ideas.
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Critical thinking should not be confused with being argumentative or being
critical of other people. Although critical thinking skills can be used in
exposing fallacies and bad reasoning, critical thinking can also play an
important role in cooperative reasoning and constructive tasks. Critical
thinking can help us acquire knowledge, improve our theories, and strengthen
arguments. We can use critical thinking to enhance work processes and
improve social institutions.
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Darling Lake Home!

Critical thinking is not a matter of accumulating information. A person with
a good memory and who knows a lot of facts is not necessarily good at critical
thinking. A critical thinker is able to deduce consequences from what he or she
knows, and knows how to make use of information to solve problems, and to
seek relevant sources of information to inform himself.

www.SteeleCanyonRoad.com

Cute Single Story at Lake Berryessa!

Lots of Extra Room

$449,000

Quarter Acre+

Aquarius (1/20-2/18): Advances in science
will soon allow man to travel to the most
distant corners of the universe. Still no
word, however, on it being able to get you
off that couch.
Pisces (2/19-3/20): You thought your new
sports car could do everything but love you,
so its declaration of devotion will come as
quite a shock.
Aries (3/21-4/19): You’re starting to think
that maybe the funny nose and glasses
won’t actually be enough to hide you when
Jesus returns in all his glory.
Taurus (4/20 – 5/20: Remember: The
patient raindrops can eventually wear away
even the hardest stone. Don’t let them get to
close if you value your life.

University of Lake Berryessa Study Finds: 3
Stupidity is Orgasmic
Scientists have been perplexed for decades as to why raw
stupidity is so prevalent among human beings. They’re not
talking about ignorance here. Ignorance simply implies
lack of knowledge or awareness about something which
can be fixed by learning more.
Stupidity is a lack of intelligence, mental capacity,
understanding, reason, wit, or common sense. Stupid is
knowing the truth, seeing the truth, but still believing the
lies. As the saying goes, you can’t fix stupid.
If you participate much in social media sites like Facebook
orTwitter it's hard not to feel like being lost among the
clueless - but the clueless seem to be having a darn good
time expressing their opinions.

According to Prof. Noah Fence, "The problem with most
stupid people is that they don’t know they're stupid. Many
Wood Stove
like to think of themselves as “contrarians” who know
Boat/RV Parking
more than anyone else and want you to know it too. But the
Gemini (5/21 – 6/21): The events of next key element is that it feels good."
1016 Eastridge Drive
$295,000
Enjoy this darling lake home. Located in a serene setting with
week will closely mirror all the other events Psychologists at the University of Lake Berryessa finally
wonderful views. Almost feels like a tree house. Charming,
in your life up to that point.
asked the simple question, “Is stupidity as intoxicating as
close to lake access for all things outdoors!
Cancer (6/22-7/22): Do not believe those sex or food or booze?’ After many years of study and
They Walk Among Us?
who tell you they can see your future. They experiment, they found that the answer is a resounding
I just found this message from 18 years ago in my old files. Somehow
are merely preying upon your ignorant, YES. Further study is needed to determine how to reverse
it seemed appropriate for my April Fool’s Edition. I never learned the
the pleasure of stupidity without harming the stupid.
fearful, superstitious nature.
identity of American Canyon Girl, or whether this was a spoof. On
other occasions I’ve received comments from anonymous folks who Leo (7/23-8/22): The kinds of changes that
blame an evil spirit for the unfortunately regular deaths by drowning await you this week can be readily found
within the pages of most high school
at the lake.
chemistry books.
amcyngirl said on: March 21, 2010, 10:29 am
Virgo (8/23-9/22): Your two-pack-a-day
It's unfortunate that this ever happened! Lake Barryessa has taken so
habit will finally kill you this week, but
many peoples lives! Regardless of the nature of the accidents, people
then, that’s a lot of wolves to fight off.
are always dyeing there. The news paper does not have all the facts as
well as the cause, so in my oppinion, the paper adds "being under the Libra (9/23-10/22): Fear and Jealousy will
infulance" in attempt of blaming the cause of the accident on that soon tear you apart, which is rather
unfortunate, as Fear and Jealousy are the
reason. "Dont want to scare people form going there".
two pitbulls that live next door.
What I think the reason is for all the casualties at Lake Barryessa is the
simple fact that the lake is angerly haunted and very hungry. I am aware Scorpio (10/23-11/21): Use the wateringof the existing town that was flooded and the cemetary which remains can of good intentions to nurture the fig tree
under water. There seems to be angry energy distroying many happy of expectations. There, enjoy figuring that
one out, you jerks.
peoples lives in retalitation.
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Updated Kitchen

I forbid my children to go there and avoid the area completely. As
beautiful as it appears, it is very hungry, waiting for an oppertunity to
take another life...and more! Why doesn'e the Register do a census or
stitistic on the casualties at that lake instead! Save a life!

Sagittarius (11/22-12/21): Your life will
soon be divided into Pre-Angering-Of-TheAnts and Post-Angering-Of-The-Ants eras.

Capricorn (12/22-1/19): There will be
nothing you can do to avert the disaster of
Heinz will launch the world’s first chocolate mayonnaise. next week, although there will be plenty
Burger King will introduce a Chocolate Whopper. Coca-Cola that a reasonably bright and competent
person could do.
Chocolate For Everyone on April 1, 2019!

will begin distributing chocolate flavored canned drinks.

